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An lrian }ayan Adventure
The fIrst direct ascent of Mount Trikora

(Plates 45, 46)

Such is the madness of jet propulsion that a few days after sipping my
last cappuccino in N otting Hill I found myself squatting beside a fire in

a cave 11 ,aaaft up in the New Guinea highlands next to a group of almost
naked Yali hunters. My two climbing companions were tucked into their
sleeping-bags on the spongy earth floor. Soon the Yalis began to drop off,
snuggling up to one another higgledy-piggledy, like a litter of puppies.

The Yali elder, his bow and cluster of long arrows propped against the
wall, kept a silent watch over the fire. They had largely ignored us since
our arrival at the cave late that afternoon. Our porters, members of the
rival Dani tribe, were now asleep at the far side of the cave. I excused
myself, pressing my palms together under my chin, and as I eased into my
sleeping-bag the Yali turned his face to me. Through the flickering sha
dows of the fire I saw a smile cross his lips. It was a warm, sincere and
terrifying smile: his teeth were filed to neat little points. It wasn't the natives
who were restless that night.

I had come to Irian Jaya, Indonesia's half of the island of New Guinea,
with my Spanish climbing partners to log a first ascent of 16,aOOft Mount
Trikora, the summit of the Jawawijaya volcanic massif that bisects the
island's swamplands and jungle on a west-east axis. Since the mountain
was first claimed by a Dutch team in 1913, there have been half-a-dozen or
so successful expeditions to Trikora. All of them have been via a relatively
simple scramble up the W ridge, on which the most serious danger is hand
lacerations from the jagged limestone rock. Our objective was a pure rock
climb of the N face, which involves some 600ft of Spanish grade IVIIV+(D/
TD) climbing to the ridge, a scramble to one of the nearby pyramids, all
roughly about 200ft high, and an exposed climb to the summit.

The expedition was organised in Madrid and London over the course of
a year. I was put in charge of logistics and my first startling discovery,
thanks to the superb combined research material made available by the
Alpine Club and the Royal Geographical Society, was that, contrary to
what we had initially assumed, our mountain was not in Papua New
Guinea.

My companions Cesar Perez de Tudela and Juan Luis Salcedo took on
the more sobering task of raising sponsorship, which eventually was
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forthcoming from a Spanish sports shop chain. The excitement of entering
one of the world's last largely unexplored territories began with a bumpy
flight inland from the malaria-infested coastal capital of Jayapura to
Wamena, the highland town that is the gateway to Baliem valley.
Reminiscent of Conan Doyle's Lost World, the valley was discovered in
1938 by American adventurer Richard Archbold during a 14-month
reconnaissance expedition in his Catalina flying boat. Today, Wamena is
served by three daily 45-minute flights from Jayapura that disgorge an
average of 1000 foreign visitors a month. Yet Wamena remains an oasis of
rudimentary comfort within a territory where missionaries and the
Indonesian army have made but a minor dent in a Stone Age culture. I
glanced over the pilot's shoulder as the Twin Otter bounced through the
mist-shrouded mountains on our approach to the valley. There were large
blank tracts on his navigation chart marked 'relief data incomplete' and
'altitude undetermined', and it was comforting to note that he was not on
automatic pilot.

The first sensation upon arriving in Wamena is one of welcome relief
from the oppressive heat of Jakarta and Jayapura. The town nestles in the
highlands at 5000ft and the climate is delightful and balsamic. Having
escaped unbitten by mosquitoes on our one-night stopover on the coast, I
was tempted to discard my Paludrine tablets.

Our Dani guide Joshua, who assured us he had disavowed the habits of
his cannibal father, took his Roman Catholic upbringing seriously indeed:
on our approach march to the mountain, we were invited to recite the Lord's
Prayer three times a day as our fried rice and vegetables grew cold next to
the fire.

Negotiations on the cost of our trek began over tea in Wamena's Baliem
Cottages Hotel, Joshua crouched in a corner of the room, trimming his
toenails with a machete. This hotel was a cluster of Dani-style circular
thatched rooms, quite tidy and boasting en suite facilities, although famili
arity with the siphonic cistern principle could be useful for prodding the
loo into action.

I cast an apprehensive glance about, expecting Milton's 'at once came
forth whatever creeps the ground' to materialise from the darker recesses
of the room. In fact, during almost two weeks of tramping through the
Baliem valley's wetlands and jungle, I did not spot a single creepy-crawly
a gratifying bonus for a pathological arachnophobe.

'Three thousand dollars,' Joshua said, in a characteristic display of good
humour. It took us half an hour and a steady supply of Ducados cigarettes
to talk him down to $1300 for the trek - including 14 porters and two
Danis armed with bows and arrows to guard the sweet potatoes that make
up the Danis' staple diet. Of this, $300 was earmarked for the local Indo
nesian police commandant as a 'thank you' for agreeing to issue our
climbing permit, never before granted for a direct assault on Trikora.
Needless to say, we never laid eyes on this document. We celebrated our
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last night in Wamena with a round of sweet tea, since the Baliem valley is
a dry area. Having witnessed the drunken violence of Port Moresby's
euphemistically-named 'Rascals' in neighbouring Papua New Guinea, I
have nothing but praise for this policy.

The Indonesian government brochure on Irian Jaya promises a land of
'simple shocks', and we were not disappointed. During a rest stop on our
first day, I found a chunk of what I took to be a paw-paw fruit lying next to
a dwarf palm. Half of the fruit still clung strangely to the trunk like an
enormous cyst. 'No good, no good!', cried Joshua, as I started to hack out
a mouthful of the orange meat with my knife. The porters doubled up with
laughter when I realised that what I had taken for dark seams of pips were
pathways teeming with ants. The 'paw-paw' was a rotted ant-dwelling which
Joshua demonstrated, by poking a hole in the crust with his machete, is
repaired within minutes by a frantic swarm of the creatures: biting ants, as
I later discovered when I stretched out on the grass for a siesta.

The Baliem valley offers the traveller pristine solitude. Often I would
drop behind out of earshot of the porters to marvel at the eerie bog terrain
where the marsh is at best ankle-deep, where low-lying clouds hide the
hilltops on the horizon and deep jungle lies alongside the Dani hunting
trails. At any moment I expected a brontosaurus to poke its head above
the giant leaves of the banana trees. The only sound was the rhythmic suc
tion of our boots; the ground never seemed to harden no matter how much
altitude we gained. By the early evening it usually started to rain, but dur
ing most of the day the weather was idyllic for walking and we very quickly
learned to tread on the drier mats of reeds.

Through a cleft in a rocky ridge we spotted the Baliem river which gives
its name to the valley. A waterfall crashed down the hillside at an angle of
60°, and this would have to be negotiated to reach the valley floor. We
began our descent behind the porters, grasping branches and bushes along
the wall to keep from plunging headlong into the water. At one point,
where the current rose to cover the narrow dirt track beside the waterfall, a
network of notched fallen trunks had been laid zigzag across the cascade.
It was a source of wonder to watch the Danis wrap their huge prehensile
feet around the logs and scamper down with loads of sweet potatoes bal
anced on their backs. Unfortunately there was more to it than standing
around and watching this display of agility. Juan Luis led the way, and
upon placing his foot on the polished trunk he executed a spectacular pir
ouette which sent him tumbling about 20ft below onto a cluster of rocks
and splintered branches. He emerged from the water very wet and bruised
but he was not seriously injured, so we carried on.

A shattering cry went up later that afternoon as we plodded through the
ooze of the valley. Instantly the rucksacks and food loads hit the ground
and the porters sprinted off in pursuit of a tiny, almost imperceptible black
speck on the horizon. They shouted wildly as they raced full tilt after their
prey, and in a very short time returned with a spectacularly plumed bird of
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paradise in tow. This was thrust screeching into a cardboard box and be
came our mascot on the trek, to be carried back to Wamena and sold for its
highly-prizedfeathers..

We felt ourselves fortunate not to have encountered the most feared of
the Danis' hunting trophies, the cassowary. This ostrich-like bird has a
deceptively dull and passive appearance. To describe the damage it can
inflict with its huge clawed feet, Joshua took a small log which he stood on
end and split down the middle with a single sharp blow from his machete.
'Now two mans,' he said cheerfully.

It is in the bush that the Danis come into their own as the Melanesian
warriors who for millennia have survived on game and, occasionally, the
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flesh of rival tribesmen. In Wamena those few who still refuse to wear the
missionary sanctioned shorts and T-shirts make up an almost pathetic sight
alongside the Indonesians from overcrowded Java who have flocked to Irian
Jaya under the government's transmigration programme.

Joshua's Catholicism from time to time suffered a bit of slippage. On the
night we spent in the cave he sacrificed a chicken for our evening meal as
an offering for a safe climb. The chicken's blood was then drained into a
plastic bowl emblazoned with a Batman mask and, to the delight of the
porters, vanished in a huddle at the opposite end of the cave.

We later agreed that one of the most unnerving moments was the three
hour night march to the base of Trikora. Leaving the cave at 3am none of
us was in a terribly hilarious mood as we trudged through the bog, the cold
mud seeping into our boots despite Gore-Tex lining and gaiters. Isaiah,
one of our Dani porters, had agreed to guide us to the base, provided we
kitted him out with a pair of boots and I let him wear my red JB helmet.
Having cleared the worst of the marsh, still following the beams of our
head torches, we climbed a 600ft, 70° slope, grasping at mats of grass which
Isaiah cheerfully assured us would support our weight. There were no clear
patches of earth on this slope into which to dig our ski poles and I was
convinced that the first handful of grass would come away at the slightest
pressure and send me hurtling several hundred feet below.

The first light of dawn brought us to a vast moraine, where we exchanged
our sodden trekking boots for sticky rubber and scrambled across the rocks
to the base of the N face. It was then that Isaiah went ashen-faced: he had
no notion that we had in mind a technical rock climb, believing that our
objective was the classic ridge scramble.

'No good way, police come!'
He gesticulated wildly and crossed his wrists to indicate that handcuffs

awaited us in the unlikely event we were to return alive.
'Man go up that way now two years,' he said, as he raised his arms

above his head and let them fall dramatically to his side. 'Big fall down,
head all broken, legs all broken, arms all broken.'

Isaiah was not exactly a font of encourag~ment.We never learned the
definitive version, but it appears that an American - some say an Australian
- had attempted a solo climb and had fallen to his death when a flake came
away in his hand. The result was that a climbing permit, fictitious or genuine,
will only authorise the standard ridge route.

Ignoring Isaiah's well-intended protestations, we roped up for what was
to be some of the most exhilarating Dolomite-style climbing I have ever
experienced. Cesar took the lead towards a cleft which seemed to offer the
best protection, but as the wall was pitted with superb chunky holds he
opted to traverse left across the crack in search of a more challenging route.

'Maravilloso! Estupendo!' I heard him shout as he disappeared behind
the cleft to set up our first belay. Juan Luis and I inched across the wall,
which already offered exposure 100ft above the moraine. It was a sobering
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thought that, with an injured climber in tow, it would require at least a five
or six-day hike to reach the nearest airstrip. With an immobilised victim,
there was not the faintest chance of getting off the moraine without an
airlift, assuming we had radio equipment and that a helicopter was avail
able. Neither was the case. Two hours or so later we were on the ridge,
congratulating ourselves on our effort. The several summit pyramids can
only be reached by a ridge walk, as they are set back from the face itself.
Each is 100 to 200ft high and Trikora's precise height is a matter of contro
versy. 4750m is the official figure, although our altimeter gave a reading of
4800m on the summit pyramid.

It was a windless and warm late afternoon three degrees south of the
equator. With torturous thoughts of iced drinks topped with slices of
lemon, we retraced out steps by some delicate down-climbing and three
abseils to the moraine, where a much-relieved Isaiah greeted us with a broad
grin and a handshake.

Apart from achieving a mountaineering first, our climb released Cesar
from the setback of a severe heart attack two years ago in the Khumbu
Icefall on our Everest expedition in 1992. For Juan Luis, it proved that on
an exposed, unclimbed face, adrenalin can be an effective antidote to the
combined miseries of chronic diarrhoea and flu. For me, at nearly 52,
it was reassuring to discover that I still retained some recently untapped
resources of energy.

Our mountain climbed, we packed up our rucksacks and began the trek
back to confront the culture shock of returning to the world of rail strikes
and mortgage payments. As we retraced our steps across the vast soggy
plain I remember thinking that this was the way it should be, with nothing
to spend money on, no need to be entertained, and the only sound that of
our boots sloshing through the wet grassland.

Summary: In June 1994 a British-Spanish expedition (Jules Stewart, Cesar
Perez de Tudela and Juan Luis Salcedo) made the first direct ascent of
Mount Trakora, c4800m, in Irian Jaya.
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